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Memorial of Dr. Clifford H. Farr.' Proc. Ia. Acad. Sci. 35: 42, 1928.
Bruce Fink, Lichenologist, a biographical sketch. Mycologia, 20: 1-2 (with
portrait), 1928.
Cicatrization of foliage leaves. I. Wound responses of certain mesophytic
leaves. Bot. Gaz. 90: 260-278, 1930.
Cicatrization of foliage leaves. II. Wound responses of certain broad-leaved
evergreens. Bot. Gaz. 92: 279-295, 1931.
Harry McCormick Kelly, a biography. Proc. Ia. Acad. Sci. 44: 25-26,
1937.
Concerning the conductive capacity of the minor veins of foliage leaves.
Am. Jour. Bot. 25: 567-572, 1938.
Relations between tissue organization and vein distribution in dicotyledon
leaves. Am. Jour. Bot. 26: 219-225, 1939.
Some aspects of fertilization in V allisneria. Am. Jour. Bot. 28: 169-174,
1942.
The dwarf leaf of Cercis canadensis. Proc. Ia. Acad. Sci. 49: 117-122, 1942.
A note on axis restoration in a gymnosperm tree. Proc. Ia. Acad. Sci. 49:
123-125, 1942.
The leaf organization of Hedera helix. Proc. la. Acad. Sci. 50: 199-207,
1943.
The role of the epidermis in foliar organization and its relations to the
minor venation. Am. Jour. Bot. 30: 273-280, 1943.
Herman A. Mueller (biographical notes). Proc. Ia. Acad. Sci. 51: 117-118,
1944.
The major veins of mesomorphic leaves (with E. L. Plymale). Am. Jour.
Bot. 31: 99-106, 1944.
Relations between tissue organization and vascularization in leaves of certain
tropical and subtropical dicotyledons. Am. Jour. Bot. 33: 721-726,
1946.
Conduction in dicotyledon leaves. Proc. Ia. Acad. Sci. 53: 195-203, 1947.
The dominant role of the epidermis in leaves of Adiantum. Amer. Jour.
Bot. 35: 465-473, 1948.
Leaf organization of Adiantum capillus veneris L. Proc. Ia. Acad. Sci.
55: 223-231, 1948.
Variations in leaf organization among Adiantum plants in a rock cavern.
Amer. Jour. Bot. 36: 283-287, 1949.
Principles of foliar organization shown by sun-shade leaves from ten species
of deciduous dicotylendonous leaves. Amer. J our. Bot. 38: 355: 361,
1951.
The bundle sheath extension in leaves of dicotyledons. Amer. Jour. Bot.
39: 645-651, 1952.
Leaf organization of some woody dicotyledons from New Zealand. Amer.
Jour. Bot. 41: 186-191, 1954.

Report of the Secretary-Treasurer
The Academy had 1,310 members on January 1, 1956, including
honorary fellow, 11 emeritus fellows, 17 life fellows, 354 fellows,
and 927 associates and student associates.
President U. A. Hauber appointed H. L. Dean as Chairman of
the Membership Committee. Also named for this committee were
R. V. Drexler, R. W. Getchell, 0. C. Kreider, H. T. Liggett, W.
C. Oelke, W. A. Teppert, and. Mary M. Vinje. Dr. Hauber reappointed F. E. Brown as Chairman of the Science Talent Search
Committee, and E. R. Becker, R. V. Drexler, G. 0. Gale, J. V.
McKelvey, and J. I. Routh were made members of the committee.
The following were named as the Committee on Revision of the
Constitution and By-Laws: C. S. Gwynne, Chairman; J. B. Cul-
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bertson, J. L. .Laffoon, C. W. Lantz, and C. C. Leu. Dr. Hauber
appointed E. M. Vaughan to a two-year term on the Library
Committee. A special Publicity Committee was named in order to
improve our public relations. W. F. Loehwing was made Chairman
of this committee, with G. 0. Gale and L.A. Thomas as additional
members.
On November 16, 1955, the District Director of the U. S. Internal Revenue Service issued a letter exempting the Academy
from payment of federal income taxes, but requiring us to file an
annual information return. Similarly the Iowa State Tax Commission ruled on December 8, 1955, that the Academy is exempt
from the necessity of filing Iowa corporation income tax returns.
The financial statement for the fiscal year 1955 is appended to
this report. It will be noted that we suffered a 'loss in assets of
$420.55 during the year. This is mainly due to the fact that during
this period we were still collecting dues of only $1.00 per member,
while our costs continued at their high level. At our last meeting
the Academy adopted the recommendation of the Committee on
Finance and Endowment that money from the endowment fund
be available temporarily for paying current expenses. It was necessary for $300. of the endowment fund to be "loaned" to the current
expense account. Now that we are collecting $2.00 dues from most
members our finances are much improved and we may return
the $300. to the endowment fund.
JEAN L. LAFFOON,

Secretary-Treasurer

Financial Statement
December 31, 1955
Current Expense Account
Receipts
Balance on hand March I, 1955 ............... . $ 370.41
717.00
Dues at $1.00 per year···--·--·--·---·-···----··-·--··
14.00
Dues at $2.00 per year ····--··----·····--····-····---54.00
Fellows' fees ······-··-·--·----·-·······-····-········--·····
20.00
Life fellow's fees ---··-·······-·-·······-···---············
Interest on U. S. bonds .......... ., ............... .
69.40
43.48
Sales of Proceedings ·-·-··-···-·········-··-··········-345.00
AAAS research grants ····--------······----··· ..... .
Postage refunds ........................................... .
.83
"Loan" from Savings Account ................... .
300.00
Total receipts ....................................................... .
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Expenditures
Stationery and printing .............. .,................
Postage ----------···········---·-·-.. -·--·--·····················
Secretary's miscellaneous expenses ........... .
Editor's office expenses ................................
F. G. Brooks, honorarium (vol. 61) ..........
D. G. Mobberley, honorarium (vol. 62) ... .
]. L. Laffoon, honorarium ......................... .
D. C. Stroud, honorarium ........................... .
1955 Academy speaker, honorarium and
expenses ................................................... .
E. W. King, AAAS research grant ............
L. E. Everson, AAAS research grant ........
1955 AAAS delegate's expenses ................
Academy Conference, contribution ........... .
Iowa Junior Academy of Science .......... ,.
Bank charges ··--·-·····---·············-·····--·-···-·-·····
To Savings account, fellows' fees ----·······--···

$ 432.75
195.35
76.02
98.99
100.00
100.00
83.33
25.00
91.21
195.00
150.00
54.18
28.0d
75.00
23.14
74.00
~1,801.97

Total expenditures ·····---------····-·····----·---·-··-···--······
Balance on hand December 31, 1955, on
deposit, Union Story Trust and Savings
Bank, Ames, Iowa ........................................... .
Savings Account
Receipts
Balance on hand, March 1, 1955 ............. .
Interest on savings account .................. ,. ... .
Fellows' fees ................................................. .

$ 132.15

$ 429.10
5.71
74.00
$ 508.81

Total receipts ....................................................... .
Expenditures
"Loan" to current expense account .......... .,

$ 300.00

$ 300.00

Total expenditures . ---·····----·············-····················
Balance on hand December 31, 1955, on
deposit, Union Story Trust and Savings
Bank, Ames, Iowa ............................................

$ 208.81

Statement of Total Assets
U. S. Savings Bonds, Series G ........•........... $3,500.00
1,500.00
U. S. Savings Bonds, Series K ................... .
208.81
Savings account, December 31, 1955 ....... .
Total in endowment fund ................................... .
Checking account (current expense account),
December 31, 1955 ......................................... .
Total assets, December 31, 1955 ....................... .
Total assets, March 1, 1955 ........................
Loss in assets during fiscal year ..................

$5,208.81
132.15
$5,340.96
$5,761.51
$ 420.55

Report of the Auditing Committee
We have examined the books of the Treasurer of the Iowa
Academy of Science for the period of March 1, 1955, to December
31, 1955, and find the accounts in good order.
LEO A. THOMAS
MARTIN
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Report of the Board of Directors
The Board of Directors met at 2: 40 p.m. on April 20, 1956,
in the Experimental Dining Room in Main Hall at Grinnell College. All members of the board attended.
About one hour was spent on a discussion of the Science Teaching Improvement Program and the role the Academy should take
in it. By special invitation Dr. Gene Lata, Dr. Dorothy Matala,
Dr. Harold Wise, and Dr. Emil Witschi were present during the
discussion. A motion was adopted ·directing the new president to ·
appoint a committee of three with an expense allowance of not
to exceed $100 to investigate the question of· what the academy
should do to aid the improvement of science teaching and directing
that the new president act as the chairman of the committee.
Reports of the Secretary-Treasurer, Auditing Committee, Librarian and Editor were accepted. A motion was adopted commending the Editor for a job well done in the editing of the Proceedings for 1955. The Secretary was directed to write the State
Printer thanking him for his cooperation in producing the Proceedings in a desirable manner. The reports of the committees on
Biological Survey, Conservation, and Science Talent Search were
accepted. The reports of the Finance and Endowment Committee
and the Membership Committee were adopted. The High School
Relations Committee report was accepted and the recommendations
contained in it were adopted.
The board received Dr. Henry Canard's request to be relieved
of his position on the Biological Survey Committee. The Secretary
was directed to write Dr. Conard expressing the thanks of the
Academy for his excellent services to the Academy on this committee.
The requests for AAAS grants were discussed. A motion was
passed to allot $150 to Mr. Dennis Anderson for use in a study of
the grass genus Diarrhena and $54 to Mr. David Yos for work on
phytoflorescence.
The work of the 1956 Publicity Committee was reported on
informally and it was agreed that we should continue to have a
committee to obtain publicity for our meetings. The Secretary was
instructed to write notes of thanks to the public relations offices
of Grinnell College, the State University of Iowa, and Iowa State
College for their help in publicizing our meeting. A motion was
adopted discharging the committee on the Stephens manuscript.
A motion was adopted to hold our 1958 meeting at Drake University on April 18 and 19, 1958. It was noted that in 1955 it was
decided that the Academy would meet in Cedar Falls on April 26
and 27, 1957.
40
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The board took note of a memorandum from the AAAS directing that beginning in 1957 the AAAS research grants will be available only to students in high schools or small colleges, with first
preference to high school pupils. A motion was adopted directing
that our High School Relations Committee be charged with the
administration of these grants for the Academy.
A motion directing the incoming president to appoint a committee to study our editorial policies was adopted.
The meeting was adjourned at 6:20 p.m.
JEAN

L.

LAFFOON,

Secretary

Report of the Committee on Revision of the
Constitution and By-Laws
/

The committee has given careful study to our formal regulations
and has drafted a revised constitution and by-laws. The proposed
constitution has previously been submitted to the fellows for their
consideration and the proposed by-laws are now available.
The committee recommends the acceptance of the revised constitution and by-laws, with the provision that all amendments take
effect at once.

J. B.
J. L.

w. LANTZ

CULBERTSON

G.

LAFFOON

c. c. LEU

C.

S.

GWYNNE,
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*Articles of Incorporation
of
Iowa Academy of Science
We, the undersigned, hereby mutually agree to unite and associate ourselves as a corporation, in accordance with the provisions
of Chapter 504, Code of Iowa 1954, and for such purpose we
hereby make, execute and adopt the following Articles of Incorporation.
Article I. Name. The name of the corporation shall be Iowa
Academy of Science.
Article II. Duration. The period of existence and the duration
of the life of this corporation shall be fifty years.
Article III. Place of Business. The principal office of this corporation shall be located in Ames, County of Story, State of Iowa.
Article IV. Objects and Purposes. The object and purposes of
this corporation shall be the encouragement of scientific work and
to own and/or to lease sufficient and suitable real estate, buildings
and structures; to accept gift, to purchase, sell, hold, manage,
mortgage, convey, and otherwise acquire, rent, maintain and dispose of real estate and personal property as may be necessary and
proper for the conduct and advancement of said scientific work;
and to do any and all other things that are necessary and incident
to the execution of the objects and purposes herein specified.
Article V. Membership and Dues. The members of the corporation shall be all persons engaged or interested in the objects
and purposes of the corporation who are duly elected to membership therein and pay such membership dues therefore as are provided for by the constitution or by-laws of said corporation.
Article VI. Management. The business affairs of this corporation shall be managed and controlled by the Board of Directors,
consisting of 11 members to be elected at the annual meeting.
Article VII. Officers. Sec. 1. The officers of the corporation shall
perform such duties and have such powers as generally appertain
to such offices or as may be required of them by the constitution
or by-laws or by the Board of Directors hereof.
Sec. 2. The names and residences of the persons who have been
selected as the officers and members of the Board of Directors to
manage the business affairs of this corporation until the first annual
meeting are as follows :
*These Articles are recorded in Book 2F, page 374, in the office of the Secretary
of State. of low.a, on May 27, 1955. The Certificate of Incorporation is No. 9203. The
corporat10n expires on May 27, 2005. Attorney D. C. Nolan of Iowa City filed the
papers on behalf of the Academy. The papers were also recorded in Book 6, page 331 in
the Story County Recorder's office, on June 28, 1955.
'

42
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President: R. W. Getchell; Cedar Falls
Vice-President: U. A. Hauber; Davenport
Secretary-Treasurer: Jean L. Laffoon; Ames
Editor: D. G. Mobberley; Indianola
BOARD OF DIRECTORS: D. C. Stroud; Des Moines
W. C. Oelke; Grinnell
F. E. Brown; Ames
J. C. Gilman; Ames
P. S. Helmick; Des Moines
M. L. Grant; Cedar Falls
G. 0. Hendrickson; Ames
Article VIII. Annual Meeting. The first annual meeting of
the members of the corporation for the election of the members
of the Board of Directors and officers, and for the transaction of
other business shall be at Grinnell, Poweshiek County, Iowa on
the 21st April, 1956, and on such dates thereafter as may be
fixed by the Board of Directors. The election shall be conducted
in such manner and form as may be provided by the constitution or the by-laws. A quorum for the conduct of business at
a meeting of the members of the corporation shall consist of
fifteen members. Vacancies occurring in the Board of Directors
shall be filled by vote of the remaining members of the Board of
Directors until the ensuing annual meeting, when the vacancies
shall be filled by vote of the members of the corporation.
Article IX. Voting. In all elections for members of the Board
of Directors and officers, each member of the corporation shall be
entitled to one vote.
Article X. Exemption From Liability. The private property of
the members and officers of the corporation shall not be subject to
the payment of the corporation debts in any amount or to any
extent whatever.
Article XI. Indebtedness of Corporation. The greatest amount
of indebtedness to which the corporation may subject itself shall
not exceed Three Thousand Dollars.
Article XII. Amendments. These articles may be changed, altered or amended by a majority affirmative vote at any annual meeting or special membership meeting provided notice is sent to each
member in good standing at their last known address, at least
ten days prior to such meeting.
Article XIII. lncorporators. The names and places of residence
of the incorporating members are as follows, to-wit:
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Name
Jean L. Laffoon
H. G. Hershey
P. S. Helmick
R. W. Getchell
J.C. Gilman

[Vol. 63

Place of Residence
Ames
Iowa City
Des Moines
Cedar Falls
Ames

In Witness Whereof we hereunto affix our signatures upon this
15th day of month of April, year of 1955, A.D.
JEAN L. LAFFOON
H. G. HERSHEY

s. HELMICK
w. GETCHELL
J. c. GILMAN

P.
R.

STATE OF IOWA

l

~-SS:

J

SCOTT COUNTY
Subscribed in my presence and sworn before me by: Jean L.
Laffoon, H. G. Hershey, P. S. Helmick, R. W. Getchell, J. C.
Gilman.
Date April 15, 1955.
ROBERT 0. TAYLOR
Notary Public in and for
Scott County, Iowa

Revised Constitution, 1956
ARTICLE I. Name
This organization shall be known as the Iowa Academy of Science, and be incorporated under the laws of the State of Iowa.
AR TI CLE II. Object
The object of the Iowa Academy of Science shall be the encouragement of scientific work in the State of Iowa.
ARTICLE III. Membership
Section 1. Classes of Membership. The membership of the
Academy shall consist of honorary fellows, emeritus fellows, life
fellows, fellows, associates, and student associates.
Section 2. Honorary Fellows. Honorary fellows may be elected
from among especially productive scholars in Science. They must
be nominated by ten fellows of the Academy. This nomination,
together with a record of the achievements in Science of the nominee, must be given to the secretary and by him to each fellow previous to the meeting at which the election is to occur. A unanimous
vote of the fellows present at an annual meeting shall be necessary
for election.
Section 3. Emeritus Fellows. Emeritus fellows may be elected
from among those fellows who are 70 or more years in age and who
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have been members in good standing for a total of 25 years, upon
their nomination by the Membership Committee. Assent of threefourths of the members present at an annual meeting shall be
necessary for election.
Section 4. Life Fellows. Any fellow in good standing may automatically become a life fellow by payment of the transfer fee as
provided in Article IV.
Section 5. Fellows. Fellows shall be elected from persons actively
engaged in scientific work. They must be nominated by two members and the nomination approved by the Membership Committee.
Assent of three-fourths of the members present at an annual meeting shall be necessary for election.
Section 6. Associates. Persons interested in the progress of Science may apply for associate membership, even though they may
not be actively engaged in scientific work. Assent of the Membership Committee shall be necessary for election. The memberships of
associates elected prior to July first shall begin January first preceding their election and memberships of those elected July first
or later shall begin January first following their election unless
they specifically state a different choice.
Section 7. Student Associates. Bona fide students in institutions
of learning may apply for membership as student associates. Their
student-rating must be vouched for annually by a professor in the
department of the institution in which they are enrolled. Assent of
the Membership Committee shall be necessary for election. The
memberships of student associates elected prior to July first shall
begin January first preceding their election and memberships of
those elected July first or later shall begin January first following
their election unless they specifically state a different choice.
Section 8. Privileges. Fellows of all classes shall be eligible to hold
offices of the Academy and shall have full voting privileges. Associates and student associates shall be entitled to all privileges
granted fellows except voting on those matters specifically limited
to fellows and to serving on the Board of Directors.
ARTICLE IV. Dues
Section 1. Honorary fellows and emeritus fellows shall be exempt from all fees. Fellows shall pay an entrance fee of $2.00,
also annual dues of $2.00, including the year in which their election
occurs. Any fellow in good standing may become a life fellow by
an additional payment of $50.00. Associates shall pay annual dues
of $2.00, but on election as fellows shall pay the $2.00 entrance
fee in addition to the ll,nnual dues for that year. Student associates
shall pay only annual dues of $1.00.
Section 2. Members in arrears for two years shall be dropped
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from the Academy roll. Members failing to supply the Secretary
with correct mailing addresses shall be dropped six months after
the first notice is returned for lack of proper address, provided
that a second notice sent later by first class mail is returned likewise. Newly elected members who fail to pay their dues within
two months of the date of notification of the election shall be considered to have refused their election.
ARTI CLE V. Board of Directors
Section 1. The Board of Directors shall consist of eleven members, including a president, a vice-president, a secretary-treasurer,
an editor, and seven additional members.
Section 2. The members of the Board of Directors shall perform
such duties and have such powers as generally pertain to their
offices or as may be required of them by this constitution, or the
by-laws, or the articles of incorporation, or by the Board of Directors. The Board may arrange for public lectures on scientific subjects.
Section 3. The members of the Board of Directors shall be
elected at the annual meeting. Vacancies shall be filled by vote
of the remaining members until the ensuing annual meeting.
Section 4. The vice-president of the preceding year shall customarily be placed in nomination for the office of president. A nominating committee appointed by the president shall nominate candidates for the offices of vice-president, secretary-treasurer, and editor,
and for the seven additional positions on the Board of Directors.
Nominations for any of these offices may also be made from the
floor.
ARTICLE VI. Meetings
The Board of Directors shall fix the time and place of the annual meeting.
ARTICLE VII. Amendments
This constitution may be amended at any annual meeting by
assent of a majority of the votes cast by fellows of all classes, provided that notice of the proposed amendment has been sent to the
fellows at least one month previous to the meeting and that absent
fellows may deposit their votes, sealed, with the secretary.
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Revised By-Laws, 1956
ARTICLE 1. Meetings
Unless otherwise decided by the Board of Directors, the annual
meetings of the Academy shall be held on or about the third Friday and Saturday of April.
ARTI CLE II. Quorum
A quorum at the sessions of the annual meetings shall consist of
fifteen members, of whom at least ten shall be fellows.
ARTICLE III. Sections
Sections of the Academy shall be organized as follows: Botany;
Chemistry, inorganic and physical; Chemistry, organic and biological; Geology; Mathematics; Physics; Psychology; Zoology. Allied
subjects should find place with the section most closely related.
Each section shall hold sessions during the annual meeting of the
Academy. Each section shall elect annually a chairman, who shall
hold office until a successor is elected. The chairman of each section shall preside at the meetings of the section, arrange its program, and serve on the editorial committee. Each section may elect
a secretary, who shall perform the duties customary for that office.
ARTICLE IV. Library
Iowa State College Library shall be the depository for the
Academy and the Director of that institution shall be the Librarian
of the Academy. He shall arrange for the distribution of the Proceedings and such exchanges and sales as he deems appropriate.
The librarian further shall be a member of the Library Committee
and be empowered to meet with the Board of Directors, when matters pertaining to the library policies of the Academy arc under
consideration.
AR TI CLE V. Editorial Committee
The editor and the retiring section chairmen shall edit papers
which are presented for publication, and shall have the right to
correct, revise, or reject these papers.
ARTICLE VI. Standing Committee
The committees on biological survey, conservation, high school
relations, science talent search, membership, finance and endowment, and legislation shall be standing committees. The committees arc to be appointed by the incoming president of the Academy
at the time of the annual meeting. The chairmen of these committees shall be appointed for six-year terms; the chairman of one
committee is to be appointed each year except that every sixth year
two chairmen are to be appointed. The functions of the committee
shall begin at the close of the meeting at which they were appointed.
47
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ARTI CLE VII. Library Committee
The Library Committee shall consist of the secretary-treasurer,
chairman; the librarian; and two other members. Each president
shall appoint one member and each such member shall serve two
years.
AR TICLE VIII. AAAS Representative
The Academy shall be affiliated with the American Association
for the Advancement of Science and the secretary-treasurer shall
serve as the Academy representative on the Council of that organization and as the representative to the Academy Conference. If
the secretary-treasurer is unable to attend the AAAS meeting, the
president is authorized to appoint another fellow as representative
to the Academy Conference.
ARTICLE IX. Junior Academy
The Academy shall be affiliated with the Iowa Junior Academy
of Science and shall aid in the work of that group through the High
School Relations and Science Talent Search committees of the
Academy.
AR TI CLE X. Fiscal Year
The fiscal year of the Academy shall coincide with the calendar
year.
ARTICLE XI. Funds
Life membership fees and entrance fees from fellows shall be
invested and only the interest on the same may be used for current
expenses of the Academy. The investments of the Academy shall
be made upon the advice of the Finance and Endowment Committee.
ARTI CLE XII. Papers
All papers offered for publication in the Proceedings of the
Academy shall be the results of original investigation. Papers from
non-members will be accepted for publication only upon vote of
the Editorial Committee.
ARTI CLE XIII. Proceedings
The editor shall each year prepare the Proceedings of the Academy for publication. The Proceedings shall include the minutes of
meetings held during the year together with such other matters as
is deemed of importance and such of the papers presented to the
Academy as are offered and accepted for p.ublication. Upon publication the Proceedings shall be sent to all members of the Academy
in good standing.
AR TI CLE XIV. Amendment
These by-laws may be amended at any annual meeting by the
:affirmative vote of a majority of the members present.
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Report of the Editor
Volume 62 of the Proceedings of the Iowa Academy of Science
was placed in the mail officially December 15, 1955. Seventeen
hundred copies of the 676-page Proceedings were printed.
The printing was done by the Verstegen Company of Sioux City,
Iowa, upon paper stock supplied by the State of Iowa. The editor
has heard nothing but commendation for the quality of the printing
in the actual Proceedings and wishes to thank the Verstegen Company for their fine spirit of cooperation that made a successful
Proceedings possible.
The editor would also like to express his appreciation and the
appreciation of the entire Academy to Mr. Sherman W. Needham
of the State of Iowa Printing Board. In addition, grateful acknowledgement on the part of the editor is proclaimed to the retiring
section chairmen for their invaluable assistance in screening, evaluating and editing the papers submitted for publication at the Davenport meetings. Without this excellent editorial support it seems
certain that the fine quality and proficiency shown by all the papers
could not have been achieved.
Last, but by far not least, does the editor acknowledge the fine
cooperation given him by the secretary of the Academy. Without
Dr. Laffoon's constant encouragement and many helpful suggestions the Proceedings could never have been produced.
DAVID

G.

MoBBERLEY,

Editor

Report of the Librarian
Distribution of the Proceedings of The Iowa Academy
of Science
The number of copies of Volume 62 of the Proceedings of the
Iowa Academy of Science which were distributed on exchange is
quite similar to the number of copies distributed of Volume 61.
A number of institutions have been added to the exchange mailing
list during the year to receive the Proceedings. However, the total
number of copies distributed remains much the same due to the
fact that some institutions from which the library was not receiving
publications of comparable value were removed from the exchange
list.
The set of Proceedings at the State Historical Society of Iowa
was brought up to date from Volume 35 and this society was among
those added to the gift distribution list.

49
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Because of the change in the fiscal year for the Academy to the
calendar year, proceeds from the sale of Volume 62, with two exceptions, will be shown on next year's report. Thi~ year's record
reflects about one half the sales of Volume 61, and mcludes checks
received between March 1, 1955 and December 31, 1955.
The following statistics indicate the details of the distribution
for Volume 62 of the Proceedings of the Iowa Academy of Science.
Number of institutions on the gift and exchange mailing lists to
which the Proceedings of the Iowa Academy of Science have been
sent.
V. 62, 1955
Domestic
162
Foreign
178
Detailed analysis of the distribution of Volume 62 of the Proceedings of the Iowa Academy of Science.
Sent to members
. 1187
Sent on exchange
299
Sent on subscription
14
Gifts to Libraries, Government agencies
and Abstracting Journals
41
Total number of copies distributed
1541
Copies available on exchange
159
Institutions receiving Volume 62 of the Proceedings as gifts.
U. S. Government agencies
3
Iowa Libraries
28
Other Libraries
5
Abstracting Journals
2
Report of the Iowa Academy of Science sales fund.
Balance on
hand
March 1, 1954 $617.50 March 1, 1955 $669.89
Sale of Proceedings
(pl us postage)
1954/55
60.12
1955
43.48
TOTAL FUNDS
AVAILABLE
1954/55
677.62
1955
713.37
Disbursements for
Postage
1954/55
7.73
1955
2.48
Balance
March 1, 1955 $669.89 Dec. 31, 1955 $710.89
RonERT \i\i. ORR,

Librarian

Report of the Academy Conference Meeting
The Academy Conference meeting was held on December 28,
1955, in Atlanta during the meetings of the AAAS. Routine business was conducted and representatives from the various academies
gave brief reports on the activities of their academies.
The highlight of the meeting was a panel ·discussion on "The
role of academies of science in the AAAS Science Teaching Improvement Program." It was generally agreed by the panel that
there is a critical shortage of good science teachers in the nation's
high schools and that this situation must be corrected if the country
is to maintain its high standing in science. Each state academy of
science occupies a unique position in that it could act as the most
representative body for all scientists in its state in dealing with
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science teaching problems. Numerous activ1t1es were suggested
which an academy might carry out for purposes of improving high
school science teaching in its state and for recruiting able students
into science and science teaching. These included, ( 1) discussion
of teacher certification questions with state education agencies in
order to improve the high school science teachers' mastery of the
"subject matter" of science, (2) promoting the work of junior
academies, ( 3) sponsoring district science fairs, (4) encouraging
university and college science departments to provide graduate
programs in science adapted to the special needs of high school
teachers, ( 5) sponsoring activities which will bring college and
high school science teachers together, and, (6) working for more
adequate salaries and better working con.ditions for high school
teachers. This representative sincerely hopes that the Iowa Academy
of Science will take steps to improve its activities in these areas
and to inaugurate new activities which will lead toward improved
science teaching in the high schools of Iowa.
JEAN L. LAFFOON,

AAAS Representative

Report of the Committee on Finance
and Endowment
The Committee -on Finance and Endowment has received the
treasurer's report. It is to be noted that during the fiscal year
1954-1955 the operating expenses exceeded ~ur income by $420.55,
a fact that was foreseen and cared for by action taken at the last
annual meeting when the dues were raised. The increased receipts
from dues should take care of this deficit and prevent its recurrence. The Committee commends the Treasurer for the manner in
which he met this minor crisis in our affairs. Further, we would
recommend a minor change in the accounting of our financial
status. In 1953 the Academy received a gift from Dr. Herbert
Osborn, and the Executive Committee voted that this gift be incorporated with certain other ear-marked funds in the Endowment Fund as the Herbert Osborn Revolving Publication Fund.
We suggest that this fund be set out in the annual report as a
separ~te part of the Endowment Fund accounting.
MR. ROBERT

s. CASEY

DR. Rov

MR. LELAND

P.

J.

JOHNSON
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Report of the Membership Committee
The membership committee, consisting of the undersigned, submits the following report. Each committee member has been active
in his, or her, respective area. The chairman wishes to express
his gratitude for the fine work and excellent cooperation of his
committee, and to those Academy members not on the committee
who have helped canvass areas ordinarily not visited by committee
members. Requests were sent to more than 40 such persons asking
them to cooperate with the committee for a few weeks by personally soliciting members in their vicinity.
A special effort has been made to communicate with qualified
associate members inviting them to become fellows. It is necessary •
to secure their permission for this transfer since a $2.00 election
fee must be paid. Approximately 130 such communications have
been made by visit, telephone calls and by letter. Responses to
these invitations have been excellent. This project has been aided
greatly by the much appreciated cooperation of Dean W. F. Loehwing and the Graduate College of the State University of Iowa.
The committee reports the passing of the following members:
Kate Daum, K. M. Krezek, John T. McClintock, H. E. Rath.
The membership committee wishes to present the following
for election to the Iowa Academy of Science.
Transfer from fellow or life fellow to emeritus fellow-( 11)
J. Allen Baker, Edward Bartow, R. E. Buchanan, E. J. Cable,
H. S. Doty, A. T. Erwin, R. W. Getchell, M. E. Graber, Walter
S. Newell, Mrs. Mabel C. Williams Kemmerer, T. L. Patterson.
Transfer from associate to fellow-( 110)
R. S. Allen, Samuel Aronoff, Paul H. Bacher, N. C. Baenziger,
Reeve M. Bailey, Louis N. Bass, Harold P. Bechtoldt, Herald D.
Bennett, William E. Bennett, Arthur L. Benton, John C. W. Bliese,
Sister Mary Cecilia Bodman, Bernard Bornong, E. C. Bovee, Judson
S. Brown, Robert E. Buckles, Thomas J. Bulat, Robert E. Burns,
Verona Devine Burton, Earl D. Camp, Edmund W. Cheng, W. A.
Craft, A. H. Daane, Gordon C. Danielson, John D. Dodd, Lester
T. Earls, LeRoy Eyring, M. J. Fay, Deam H. Ferris, Harvey A.
Feyerherm, Gerald W. Fox, W. D. Frankforter, Wilmut G. Fruehling, Pilar A. Garcia, C. d' A. Gerken, H. J. Gilkey, Leonard D.
Goodstein, J. vV. Gowen, Harold Gunderson, Wayne C. Hall,
Elmer W. Hertel, E. A. Hewitt, R. M. Hixon, Sherman A. Haslett,
Sister Mary Claire Hoxmeier, Fred W. Hubbard, Keith M. Hussey,
Erling Jensen, Karl Kammermeyer, Sister Mary Francis Clare Ladd,
John H. Lilly, Robert C. Lommasson, Bernard Lowy, W. J. McIlrath, Harold S. McNabb, .Jr., Kenneth M. Madden, Ralph 0.
Marts, Dorothy Miller Matala, Carol K. Mathers, .James K. May52
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hew, Sister Mary Paul Meier, Dick D. Millspaugh, Thomas Moen,
Neal F. Morehouse, H. T. Muhly, Clarence H. Nelson, A. G.
Norman, Edwin N. Oberg, Joseph G. O'Mara, J. 0. Osburn,
Harris A. Palmer, Gerald W. Paul, W. H. Pierre, Richard W.
Pohl, Alexander I. Popov, W. J. Poppy, C. J. Posey H. Vernon
Price, Paul V. Prior, Earle S. Raun, Carl S. Rice, Frank F. Riecken,
Lloyd 0. Ritland, Charlotte E. Roderuck, Walter C. Rothenbuhler, R. E. Rundle, R. J. Ruppe, Norman H. Russell, Robert
T. Sanderson, Roy M. Sallee, Arthur L. Schipper, L. H. Schwarte,
Dean W. Stebbins, Arnold L. Stientjes, Dewey B. Stuit, A. W.
Swensen, Charles Tanford, W. A. Teppert, Sister M. Etienne
Tibeau, Andrew Timnick, Sherwood Tuttle, James A. Van Allen,
Edwin M. Vaughan, S. A. Watson, John R. Weber, Wilfred C.
White, James R. Wick, David A. Yos, LaRoy W. Zell, William
J. Zimmerman.
Election as fellow-(26)
Lawrence S. Bartell, Louis Bosveld, Richard V. Bovbjerg, Peter
F. Buri, Glen Deitschman, Robert L. Dryer, William E. Edington,
Irving Y. Fishman, Lawrence A. Hart, James Joyce, Wallace E.
LaBerge, Edwin T. Hibbs, Gene F. Lata, Robert S. Melville,
Stanley D. Miroyiannis, Rex Montgomery, Ernst Naylor, George
H. Nelson, Frank C. Pennington, Lyle E. Pursell, Loyd Y. Quinn,
T . Edwin Rogers, Vivian Strand, V. H. Trowbridge, Orville Van
Eck, Robert K. Wolfer.
Election as associate-( 4 7)
Vernon Bahr, John F. Bamrick, Howard Bath, Wise Burroughs,
Richard D. Campbell, Jack L. Carter, Dorothy W. Cheng, K.
A. Christiansen, Duane B. Converse, Robert E. Correll, Raymond
B. Daniels, John R. Doyle, C. Monroe Fairchild, Arthur H. Fries,
Stuart M. Gastren, Harry A. Grace, William H. Hale, Keith L.
Himmel, Anton Hofstad, Sister M. Bernice Ann Huberty, Lloyd
Huff, B. Thomas Johnson, Leonard Kingsbury, Melvin Krska,
Richard J. Lacey, Verlin W. Lee, James Logan, Fred P. Meyer,
Rex T. Morrison, Elsie Muller, Carlita L. Nesslinger, George E.
Pease, Willis B. Person, Victor R. Rail, Walter T. Robb, Herbert
A. Sargent, Augusta Schurrer, Lillian Casler Schwenk, H. C.
Trimble, Charles Underwood, Alice Van Krevelen, Constantine
G. Vlassis, Margaret L. Watson, Cornelius Weber, Theodore L.
Welp, Leland L. Wilson, Sister M. Wilma Wolf.
Election as student as.sociate-( 113)
Jack W. Alder, Walter Alleyne, Dennis E. Anderson, Jerome
Augustine, Thomas A. Bailey, Wilber W. Baker, Alan D. Ball,
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Daryl S. Bates, Lorene Bialek, Dale E. Birkenholz, Raymond D.
Brigham, Allegra Bryan, Roy L. Buckrop, Howard E. Buhse, Phillip P. Burke, Paul R. Carlson, Judy Cessna, John Chase, Marilyn
Clarke, Leslie L. Cochran, Arthur R. Dahl, C. D. Dixon, Roy
Doorenbos, Daniel S. Dudley, James M. Dunlop, John H. Ehrenreich, John J. Ellis, Robert J. Fabiny, David L. Fagle, Richard L.
Farrand, Mrs. Lorraine Fleming, Nonna Fredenburg, Joseph
Freivald, James Fuller, Harriet N. Gale, Elmer E. Gless, Dale
Goodhue, Harriet Klohs Goslin, A. J. Grana, Mary J. Hamilton,
Thomas G. Hartley, Charles Hastings, John E. Hewett, Jr., Jim
Hillman, Michael Hirt, Terrell R. Hoage, Leonard Hommel, James
M. Hoover, Doran L. Hughes, John B. Hummel, Edward Hutton,
Richard H. Jackson, Donald D. James, Alex Jamieson, George H.
Jamieson, Barbara Jenkins, Andrew Johnson, Donald A. Jones,
Myrtle Keller, Byron C. Kluss, Mary Alyce Kuster, Charles H.
LaFollette, Gerald Lindholm, James C. McDonald, Elwood M.
Martin, T. Frederick Martin, Guy M. Miles, Charles M.
Miller, J. Stanley Miller, James Millhone, Jerry Nelson, Kathryn
Nocross, Jerome W. O'Laughlin, A. G. Ostroff, J. B. O'Sullivan, Jackie Patman, Howard B. Pement, James H. Penn,
William L. Perry, William 0. Pfaeffle, Norman Gene Pfeifer,
Stephanie Pisoni, David G. Rands, John Rex, Richard L. Ridenhour, Douglas Robinson, James K. Roell, A. E. Rogers, Harold L.
Rundell, Ralph Rygg, Mary Anne Safely, William R. Scannell,
Geraldine Schneiders, Omar E. Smith, John Lawrence Spooner, Jim
Stanton, Dudley A. Stevenson, Sigurd Swanson, Bill Topping,
Traviss Everett, Patricia Van Englehoven, Kenneth D. Vos, Allan
R. Wagner, Waldo S. Walker, Wallace Ward, Dennis C. Watson,
Noland Weaver, Keith Weigel, Richard E. Widdows, Thomas J.
Wilkinson, Jr., Ellis Williamson, LeRoy Woodruff, Robert E.
Yager.
Respectfully submitted,

R. v. DREXLER
R. w. GETCHELL
0. c. KREIDER
H. T. LIGGETT
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Report of the Biological Survey Committee
The last volume of Proceedings (volume 62) of the Iowa
Academy contained a series of papers illustrating the type of
work which members of the Biological Survey Committee are
interested in encouraging in the way of making available more
information concerning the biological resources of the state. These
are articles on rusts (Baxter), Gasteromycetes (Garner), Pteridophytes (Cooperrider), Thymclaea (Pohl), Asclepias (Nicholson
and Russell), frog Protozoans (McArthur), salamander Eimerias
(Saxe), fish (Carlander and Sprugel), walleyes (Rose), pheasants
(Klonglan), cottontails ( Crunden and Hendrickson), flora of
Johnson County (Thorne), and a. Sphagnum bog (Grant and
Thorne). The forthcoming new edition of "Iowa Fish and Fishing", by the State Conservation Commission, is another major
contribution.
A truly comprehensive plant and animal survey of Iowa is the
ultimate goal towards which the Committee is heading, and such
treatments, of taxonomic groups and of local areas, as the above,
keep bringing us closer to this aim. More work, and more workers,
are needed. Also greatly to be desired are semi-popular summaries
of that work which has already been done, and bibliographies
listing technical contributions. Perhaps a press bureau to supply
material to state and local newspapers and magazines would be
desirable publicity, both from the standpoint of general education, a function of the Academy, and for the purpose of stimulating further contributions.
Another aspect of Iowa biology the Committee is seriously concerned about is the necessity of maintaining in a natural state
samples of various types of habitat, e. g. prairie, forest, and pond,
so that future generations of Iowa residents will be able to continue studying and enjoying the original Iowa biota. The problem
is primarily one of preventing the further depletion and possible
· extinction of the rarer species and communities of plants and
animals. The Committee is now making an inventory of sample
areas which remain nearly in their original condition, some of
which are already partially protected due to their being stateowned property. Mr. Thorne and Mr. Grant would greatly appreciate being notified of the existence of such areas (virgin
prairie, forest, etc.), in order to make the survey as complete
as possible. Our ultimate hope is. to take legal steps to guarantee
the preservation of the best of these.
HENRY

H. E.

s.

CONARD

PAUL MEGLITSCH

JAQUES
MARTIN

F. THORNE
Chairman

RoBERT

L.

GRANT,
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Report of the High School Relations Committee
The 1955 convention of the Iowa Junior Academy of Science
was held at Davenport on April 15 and 16. Headquarters for the
convention were at the Davenport Public Museum with members
of the Molecules Science Club of Davenport assisting.
A very fine program was prepared under the direction of Mr.
W. H. Diedrichsen, Senior Councilor and Mr. A. Lang Baily,
Director of the Davenport Public Museum.
The exhibits were quite well displayed in rooms at the Museum.
Much credit is due to Mr. J. E. Winkleman, Director of Exhibits
for the Junior Academy, for the well-organized manner in which
this part of the convention was staged.
Several tours were arranged for the two hundred delegates
registered for the convention. They were conducted from the Museum headquarters Friday afternoon.
The social side of the convention was not overlooked. The usual
Friday evening dinner was cafeteria style at the "Lend-A-Hand"
Club. This was followed by a very fine film, "The DuPont Story,"
after which the young folks enjoyed social dancing and games.
At the Saturday sessions the delegate assembly held the final
business session while others viewed a film program. Following this,
announcement was made of awards for the "Science Essay Project,"
and the ratings for the club exhibits were given. Then followed
the announcement of clubs that would choose the state officers for
1955-56.
It was felt that the convention had been a successful one and
that the Davenport hosts had worked hard to the end that each
person could say, "It was a fine convention."
Awards for exhibits were made by the judges as follows:
SUPERIOR

Alpha Beta Kappa, City High, Cedar Falls ........................ Physical
T.C.H.S., Campus School, Cedar Falls ........ Physical and Biological
Atoms and Eves, East High, Waterloo ............................... Physical
S. 0. S. Club, Wilson High, Cedar Rapids ........................ Physical
EXCELLENT

Science Club, Dowling High, Des Moines ............................ Physical
Sc!ence Club, Ci~y High, Charles City........ Physical and Biological
Science Club, High School, Somers............ Physical and Biological
General Science Club, Amos. Hiatt Jr. High, Des Moines .. PhysicalS.
Club, Wilson High, Cedar Rapids .................... Biological
S. 0.
Alpha Beta Kappa, City High, Cedar Falls .................... Biological
HONORABLE MENTION

Molecules Club, Public Museum, Davenport
Science Club, High School, Tipton
Science Club, Dowling High, Des Moines
S. 0. S. Club,
St.
Joseph's Academy, Dubuque
Science Club, City High, Iowa City

56
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The Science Essay Project, conducted by Senior Director of
Essays, Mr. Walter Gohman and assisted by the Junior Director,
Mr. Ralph Dillion of Oskaloosa, made awards as follows:
SUPERIOR

Alan Jensen, Alpha Beta Kappa, City High, Cedar Falls
Milfered Kelley, Alpha Beta Kappa, City High, Cedar Falls
EXCELLENT

Robert J. .Janda, S. 0. S. Club, Wilson High, Cedar Rapids
John Miller, T. C. H. S., Campus School, Cedar Falls
Bob Winter, Tri-Sci. Club, City High, New Hampton
HONORABLE MENTION

Bob Woodhouse, Biology Club, Roosevelt High, Cedar Rapids
G. Lindsey, Biology Club, Roosevelt High, Cedar Rapids
Leo Melsha, Biology Club, Roosevelt High, Cedar Rapids
Judith Ann Daugherty, Biology Club, Roosevelt High, Cedar Rapids
Dorothy Weemerlage, S. 0. S. Club, Wilson High, Cedar Rapids
Marlyn Parsons, S. 0. S. Club, St. Joseph's Academy, Dubuque

The convention was sorry to have Mr. Richard Van Dyke, Director of Publications, report that the Charles City club would not
be available during 1955-56 to publish the "Iowa Science News
Letter." We were happy to announce that the Science Club of the
Campus High School in Cedar Falls with Mr. Walter Gohman as
sponsor, volunteered to take over the publication duties for 1955-56.
In order to plan for Junior Academy activities for 1955-56 a
meeting of the Executive Committee was held at Cedar Falls on
Saturday, September . 9. Most of the officers and advisors were
present. An important change was decided upon for the 1956 convention, namely, to omit the Saturday morning session and complete
the business of the Junior Academy early Friday evening so those
within driving distance would be able to return home. The 1956
convention will be a trial run of the one-day session.
For a number of years the Junior Acadamy has continued an
affiliation with Science Clubs of America. Much material of interest to science club sponsors and members of science clubs is
published by SCA. We appreciate this service being furnished to
the Junior Academy membership of clubs.
As of April 20, 1956 the roster of clubs shows a total of twentyfive members. Four of these are new this year and the remainder
are renewals. The membership list is as follows:
City
Club
School
Riceville .............. Science Club ............... High School
Dyersville ............Scicnce Club............... Xavier High School
Des Moines ........ General Science.......... Amos Hiatt Junior High
Waterloo ............ Atoms and Eves .......... East High
Cedar Rapids .... S. 0. S ........................ Wilson High
New· Hampton .. .Tti-Sci.......................... High School
Denison .............. Y e Atomic Powers ...... High School
Charles City....... Science Club ............... City High
Oskaloosa ........... Science Club............... Senior High
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Des Moines ........ Science Club............... East High
Waterloo ............. O. L. V. A ................. Our Lady of Victory
Academy
Cedar Rapids .....Biology Club ............... Roosevelt High
Cedar Falls ........ Alpha Beta Kappa ..... City High
Tipton ................ Science Club _____ .......... High School
Dubuque.............S.·---·----·---···-··--·-St.
S. 0.
Joseph's Academy
Iowa City........... Science Club................ City High
*Monticello ..........Soopersnoopers .. ----------·Sacred Heart High School
Des Moines ........ Science Club.... ------·-··-Dowling High
Cedar Falls. _______ Science Club ............... .Teachers College High
School
Somers ................ T. 0. P. S. L ........... .High School
Clear Lake......... PC2.. ·---·-·············--···--···.City High
*Fort Dodge ........ .Science Club..... -----···--.St. Edmond High School
Keokuk ............... Phi-Chem..................... Senior High
*Des Moines ........ Math-Science Club ..... Roosevclt High School
*Carroll.. ......... ,, ... Knights of Science ......Keumper High School

The officers and sponsors who have served the Junior Academy
during 1955-56 are as follows:
STUDENT OFFICERS

Ronald Jensen, Cedar Falls .. ----··-····-······------·--·--····--·····-··----President
Joanne Griggs, Davenport.---··------·········-··---··-·-------······Vice-President
Mary Elizabeth Fessler, Dubuque·····---··-······--···-----·------····--Secretary
David Conwell, Iowa CitY-···········--···--··---·········---·-----···--···Treasurer
SPONSORS

Oliver Eason, Cedar Falls .. ·------·---···········-··----·········Senior Councilor
Richard E. Bietzel, Waterloo __________ ·······-·---··-----·····Junior Councilor
R. H. Dillon, Oskaloqsa .............. c•••••••.••.•••••••• Sr. Director of Essays
Sister Mary Benigna, Des Moines .................. Jr. Director of Essays
Walter Gohman, Cedar Falls ....................Director of Publications
J. E. Winkleman, Cedar Falls·---·--········-------··-·Director of Exhibits
Dr. J. W. Kercheval, Cedar Falls......Chm. High School Relations
Committee, Iowa Academy of Science
Dean C. Stroud, Des Moines .............................. Executive Secretary

Recommendations of the Iowa High School Relations Committee
to the Iowa Academy of Science are as follows:
1. That the appointment of the following persons as adult sponsors be
made for the Junior Academy for 1956-5 7:
Senior Councilor, Richard E. Bietzel, East High, Waterloo
Senior Director of Essays, Sister Mary Begnina, Dowling High, Des
Moines
Director of Publications, Walter Gohman, Campus School, Cedar
Falls
Director of Exhibits, James Winkleman, Campus School, Cedar Falls
Executive Secretary, Dean C. Stroud, Amos Hiatt Junior High,
Des Moines
2. That the Iowa Academy of Science continue this year's policy whereby
there may be ample opportunity for the members of the Academy to
visit the Junior Academy's exhibits and for them to discuss these exhibits with the Junior Academy's members.
3. That a grant of seventy-five dollars be continued for the financial
support of the work of the Junior Academy for 1956-57.
4. That an additional grant of fifty dollars be made to help finance the
publication and mailing of the News Letter to the junior and senior
high schools in the state.
5. That the Iowa Academy of Science take appropriate action to make
effective the new AAAS Academy Grants for Student Research.
*New Members 19!'>5-56
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Summ~ry of the 1956 Junior Academy
Convention at Grinnell
Approximately three hundred people registered at the 1956 meeting of the Junior Academy convention that was held at Grinnell
on the campus of Grinnell College on April 20. The meeting this
year was the first time that all program and business sessions were
scheduled for just one day. A poll will be taken to determine if a
one-day session has proved as satisfactory as when an additional
half-day was used with the attendant problems of over-night housing a'.nd additional meals.
A very interesting program had been arranged by the Senior
Councilor, Mr. Oliver Eason of Cedar Falls. The Grinnell College
faculty did much to make the day's stay on the campus an enjoyable one.
Awards for exhibits were announced as follows:
SUPERIOR-PHYSICAL SCIENCE

Alpha Beta Kappa, City High ... ----·----·-----·· .. ·-·----·-----·--·-Cedar Falls
S. 0. S., Wilson High ---·-··------------·-----·---·-··---··----------Cedar Rapids
T. 0. P. S. I., High SchooL .................................................. Somers
Science Club, T. C. H. S ................................................. Ccdar Falls
SUPERIOR-BIOLOGICAL SCIENCE

Science Club, T. C. H. S ................................................. Cedar Falls
Phi Beta Chi, East High.... ------·-----------------··--·-------------------Waterloo
Alpha Beta Kappa, City High ........................................ Cedar Falls
EXCELLENT-PHYSICAL SCIENCE

Science Club, St. Edmond ................................................ Fort Dodge
Science Club, Dowling High ............................................Des Moines
Phi Beta Chi, East High .. ·-----------------------------------------------------Waterloo
Chi Beta Chi, City High .. ---·------------------------------------------------Iowa City
General Science Club, Amos Hiatt.. .... ~---------------------------Des Moines
EXCELLENT-BIOLOGICAL SCIENCE

S. 0. S., Wilson High .................................................... Cedar Rapids
T. O. P. S. I., High SchooL. ................................................. Som~rs
Xavier Science Club, Xavier High ............................ :......... Dyersvrlle
HONORABLE MENTION

P C 2 Club, City High .................... --------------····-----------·-------Clear Lake
Tri Sci Club, City High ................................................ New H~mp!on
Science Club, High School. ..........................•........................ R1cev1lle
Science Club, Senior High .................. --------------------------------Oskaloosa

The essay project was reported by the Senior Director, Mr. Ralph
Dillon of Oskaloosa and the following awards were made:
SUPERIOR AWARDS

Alpha Beta Kappa, City High ( 2) --------------------------------Cedar F<i;lls
Chi Beta Chi, City High ( 1)-'------------·--------------·--------------Iowa City
EXCELLENT AWARDS

Alpha Beta Kappa, City High ( 1 )----·----·------------------···-----Cedar Falls
Phi Beta Chi, East High ( 1 )----·-----------------------·-···--·--·---------Waterloo
HONORABLE MENTION

S. 0. S. Wilson High ( 2) .:... ---------·-------------------------------Cedar Rapids
Science Club, High School ( 1 )--------------------------------------------·-Riceville
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For the 1956-57 year the Junior Academy will be served by the
following officers and sponsors:
.STUDENT OFFICERS

Melford Kelley, City High, Cedar Falls--------··-·-----·--·--·------·-President
Suzan Hopkins, East High, Waterloo...... --------·-·-------··Vice-president
George McCall, City High, Iowa CitY---------------·--····--·---·--·-Secretary
Bill Ferree, Senior High, Oskaloosa ____________________________________Treasurer
SpONSORS

Richard E. Beitzel, East High, Waterloo ________________ Senior Councilor
* ...... --·-----·---·····------·-··-------··--.. ·--------------·-··----------------Junior Councilor
Sister Mary Benigna, Dowling High, Des Moines
Senior Director of Essays
* ... ·---------·----------·-··-···-····---····-··-·-··-----------------.Junior Director of Essays
Walter Gohman, T. C.H. S., Cedar Falls ....Director of Publications
J. E. Winkleman, T. C. H. S., Cedar Falls ........Director of Exhibits
Dr. J. W. Kercheval, I. S. T. C. Cedar Falls
Chairman of High School Relations Committee,
Iowa Academy of .Science
Dean C. Stroud, Amos Hiatt, Des Moines........ Executive Secretary
*To be appointed
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Report of the Committee on
Science Talent Search
The ten honorees of 1955 are all enrolled in college. A large
fraction of them received awards besides the Clinton Foods Science Scholarships. One second-place winner received a much
larger award which would be forfeited if he accepted any other
scholarship greater than $200.00. For this reason the total value
of the Clinton Foods Science Scholarships in 1955 was the usual
$1400.00 instead of $1500.00 indicated on the certificates.
The first notices of the Tenth Iowa Science Talent Search
were sent to about 900 teachers of science in Iowa high schools
April 14-16. A second notice consisted of an article published
in the Fall Issue of Iowa Science Newsletter and a two-color poster
included as a supplement. This issue was sent to every high school
in Iowa. The Committee on Science Talent Search aided in meeting the extra expense by making a grant of $75.00.
For the Tenth Iowa Science Talent Search 81 schools requested
j01 sets of blanks. Science Clubs of America received 93 completed entries. One Iowa entrant, Margaret Ann Thorson, was
one of the 40 winners of paid trips to Washington, D.C., and
received a national cash award. Six others received honorable
mention in the national competition. The quality of the papers
submitted was so good that funds were secured to provide for
three additional awards, and 12 honorees were selected.
After preliminary individual ratings of the papers, the Committee. on Science Talent Search met in Grinnell at Grinnell
College on March 24, 1956, and made awards as follows:
1st place, $300.00, Daniel Manning Schwartz, 1407 32nd St. N.E., Cedar
Rapids, Franklin High School.
1st place, $300.00, Margaret Ann Thorson, R. F. D. No. 1, Charles City,
Floyd Consolidated School, Floyd.
1st place, $300.00, Ronald Wendland, R. R. 1, West Union, West Union
High School.
2nd place, $200.00, Ralph Mellor Chism, 1100 W. 9th St. South, Newton,
Newton High School.
2nd place, $200.00, Robert David Mathews, 2713 16th Avenue North,
Fort Dodge, Fort Dodge High School.
3rd place, $100.00, Robe.rt Elvin Chapman, 1408 3rd Avenue North, Fort
Dodge, Fort Dodge High School.
3rd place, $100.00, David Lee DePenning, R. R. 1, Reasnor, Newton High·
School, Newton.
3rd place, $100.00, Louis Albert Frank, 3417 Avenue G, Fort Madison,
Fort Madison High School.
3rd place, $100.00, Ernest Byron Marsolais, 140 S. Clinton St., Iowa
City, University High School.
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3rd place, $100.00, Janet Ann Smith, 1845 Jackson St., Dubuque, St.
Joseph Academy.
3rd place, $100.00, Aloysius Jerome Vorwald, Dyersville, Xavier High
School.
3rd place, $100.00, Donald Arnold Wallestad, Moorland, Cedar ValleySomers High School, Somers.

These honorees spent Thursday, April 19, in the plant of Clinton
Corn Processing Company. In small groups under the guidance of
well-informed employees they visited any part of the plant they
chose, observed the processes and asked questions. The Clinton
Corn Processing Company furnished transportation to Cedar
Rapids, hotel accommodations there for the night and transportation to Grinnell for the meetings on Friday. The awards were
made by George T. Peckham, Jr., Research Director for the financial sponsor.
All honorees have chosen the college they wish to attend and
recommendations for remission of tuition and additional awards
have been sent to the proper officers of these colleges.
Funds for scholarships in 1957 have been appropriated by the
company which has sponsored this project for eight years. Their
official name has changed from Clinton Foods Inc., to Clinton
Corn Processing Company, a Division of Standard Brands Incorporated, and the scholarships will be called Clinton Science
Scholarships. Notices of these awards and two-color posters will
be sent to every science teacher in the high schools of Iowa.
The committee feels under great obligation to every student
and teacher in the high schools of Iowa who have participated
in the search, to the Academies of Science in Iowa for such a
favorable place on their program, to Clinton Corn Processing
Company and their Research Director, Geo~ge T. Peckham, .Jr.,
for their financial support and personal interest in our honorees,
to Science Clubs of America for permission to use their examinations and ratings, to newspapers, radio stations and the Information Services of the colleges which have aided in spreading information for us, and to the many others whose approval, encouragement and interest have made these searches possible.
E. R.

BECKER

R.

DREXLER

v.

G. 0. GALE
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Report of the Committee on Conservation
The year 1955, with 73 percent of normal precipitation, was
one of the driest on record in Iowa. Resulting discomforts and
losses in crops were augmented by above normal temperatures.
The stream flow was 50-60 percent of normal for the water year
ending September 30, 1955.
The grave situation stimulated a Seminar on Iowa's Water
Resources of three m~etings at Iowa State College in February
and March, 1956. The sources, uses and laws relating to water
were reported and discussed by near 70 authoritative participants.
The demands for water are expected to double within the next
25 years in Iowa. Serious consideration was given to putting
more water into the soil with various agricultural practices, to
storage of water in ponds and lakes and to preparation of suggested legislation that would establish priorities in use of water,
particularly in streams. The maintenance of minimum stream
flows to support fishes and wildlife, to provide domestic and industrial water, and to supply irrigation water in drought periods
requires more detailed surveys in view of mounting uses. A limited
number of copies of the full report of the Seminar probably will
be available from the Division of Agriculture, Iowa State College,
Ames, Iowa, which with the Agricultural Law Center at the College of Law of the State University of Iowa, Iowa City, sponsored the meetings.
The creation and, work of the Iowa Legislative Study Co,mmittee on Water Rights were significant. The State has accepted.
Federal projects contemplating construction of the Saylorville
and Red Rock dam and reservoir projects on the Des Moines
River and an extensive plan for controlling the Floyd River
through Sioux City.
The Iowa Geological Survey published in 1955 the detailed
Bulletin No. 5 on the Quality of Surface Water of Iowa, 18861954. The' chemical and physical qualities of the water and factors
affecting them are discussed from many tables of data. The Survey in Water-Supply Bulletin No. 4, 1955, tells about the Geology
and Ground-Water Resources of Webster County, Iowa. The
sources and qualities, rates of past, present, and probable future
uses of the ground water are shown in many tables of data and
summarized in the text. The two bulletins are part of a continuing
series which are useful to all citizens, who with increased financial
support should hasten the preparation of more reports.
The Soil Conservation Service of Iowa last year brought 974,332
acres under cooperative plans to raise the state's total to 10,423,078
acres. Basic conservation plans for an additional 647,194 acres
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raised the total for such to 6,615,755 acres. Among representative
soil conservation practices the following increases and state totals,
respectively were attained: Contour farming on 243,391 acres
and 2,441,360 acres, terracing of 3,307 miles and 23,550 miles,
tree planting of 152 acres a'nd 24,677 acres, hedgerow planting
for wildlife of 16,049 rods and 344,019 rods, 2,799 ponds and
23,550 ponds. The immediate and sustained values of such practices have been so well demonstrated that all land operators
should be urged into the program.
The Soil Bank program, vigorously sponsored by the Izaak
Walton League of America, is gaining in favor with agriculturists
and other citizens. The progress in control of diseases, weeds, and
insects destructive to major plant and animal crops is commendable. Various fish and wildlife organizations and governmental
agencies cooperate with disease and pest investigators to see that
fungicides, herbicides and insecticides are safe to use and are
used safely. Almost invariably the low destruction of desirable
wild species of life in pest control results from carelessness of
users of chemical controls. The raising of agricultural ·products
in an efficient manner as related to our needs, the improvement
and the maintenance of seedstocks and proper care of the soil
is laudable, is good conservation.
The rapidly climbing attendance in the 88 State parks reached
an all time high of 5, 700,000 visitors in 1955. The greatest increases were in the areas that offer water recreation, such as
the bathing, boating and fishing. Camping increased nearly 100
percent in some parks last year, less in others. Picnic.king and
nature observations have attracted many new visitors.
The tremendous yearly increase in visitors creates a serious
demand for added facilities at the parks. The additions most
sorely needed are made as rapidly as possible with the limited
available funds. Five hundred new picnic tables and 200 new
fireplaces will be placed in service this year in the expansion and
replacement program. In order to keep pace with the demands
for bathing facilities, 22 additional four-stall clothes changing
booths have been constructed by the prison labor force at Wapsipinicon State Park. These units will be placed at the beach
areas where bathing facilities are lacking.
The new prison labor program, initiated October, 1955, is
operating at Wapsipinicon and Geode State Parks. This program
was authorized by the legislature in 1955 to help in the rehabilitation of prisoners through work in State parks and forests with
an appropriation of $75,000 for each year of the biennium. The
pilot program under way now in parks includes· building beach
dressing booths, comfort stations, picnic tables, area markers and
completion of a custodian residence. Future plans call for rebuild-
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ing and expanding present facilities, such as roads, parking areas,
and water and sewer systems.
Although maintenance problems have increased, the maintenance and operation costs are only 6.6 cents per park visitor compared to the national average of 19 cents per park visitor. Such
economy testifies to the efficiency of the park administration, and
suggests the need of increased financial support.
Additional park areas continue to be acquired in fulfillment
of the Iowa Twenty - Five Y car Conservation Plan objective
of a State Park within easy driving distance of every person
in the state. The latest park area to be purchased is in Montgomery County where a 150-acre artificial lake is in construction. This new state park will fill a gap in southwest Iowa park
facilities.
The Forestry Section in the Lands and Waters Division of the
State Conservation Commission has four active Federal and State
Woodland projects, chiefly in eastern counties and each under
the advisory administration of· a district forester. There ,were
two less such projects this year as compared to previous years,
because two district foresters resigned to accept positions paying
higher salaries. As in the past years, it seems that one of the problems of the farm forestry program of the state is to retain their
district foresters. After several years of training these technical
men are lost to other states able to pay higher salaries. At the
present time with only four farm foresters the program is far
removed from a program needing from 17 to 20 technically
trained foresters to work directly with landowners and local wood
processors in carrying on a well-planned forestry program.
A total of 358 woodland owners were assisted and 297 wooded
tracts with 12,151 acres were improved by the owners. Cooperating woodland owners netted a gross sum of over $56,000. Also,
·
146 forest product operators were advised.
Blister rust control was practiced in five state parks and forests
to protect white pine. To control oak-wilt foliage sprays were
tried with sufficient success to warrant continued experimentation.
The State Conservation Commission Cooperative Nursery provided trees and shrubs at a nominal cost to landowners for erosion
control and wildlife plantings. Approximately 1,500,000 woody
plants of 20 species, including multiflora rose and various species
of pine, were dispensed.
Forest fire and grassland educational programs were most satisfactory. Rural firemen, radio and television stations, schools,
youth and civic groups, and sportsmen's clubs cooperated to make
the programs highly successful.
.
The new prison labor program was started in the Shimek State
Forest in southeastern Iowa. The pilot forestry program now
underway includes pruning and thinning conifer stands established
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dU:ring the CCC days. Also, fire protection roads and fire breaks
are constructed and trees planted on the forest area under this
program.
The two State prairie reserves are in very good condition, in
spite of the shortage of rainfall in 1955. Although classified as
predominantly upland prairie, each of the two tracts ha5 a low
swale through the middle in which the drainage is generally
northward. These two swales have always been wet and spongy
in the spring and poorly drained throughout the year. During
the summer of 1955 and until after the opening of the pheasant
season, there was no excess water in these two swales. At the
Hayden Prairie in Howard county, regrading of the roads and
deepening of the roadside drainageways to the soil parent material at an average depth of four feet was a factor in draining
and drying the swale. Unless rainfall in the spring of 1956 is
much above average, both prairies will be in a better condition
to be mowed for hay in the swale areas than they have been since
their purchase by the Iowa State Conservation Commission.
Since the lowland prairie vegetation is more suitable for hay
when mowed early in the season, it is planned to have the swale
areas mowed and the baled hay removed at least by the end of
the first week of August. By the time the upland prairie vegetation is ready for mowing the plants of the swales should have
grown again sufficiently to afford at least limited cover for pheasants and other wildlife. An attempt will be made in all of the
haying operations to disturb the nesting activities of the wildlife
as little as possible. The 1956 plan calls for mowing about threefourths of the Hayden Prairie and all of the Kalsow Prairie in
Pocahontas county, except for a few small check plots.
The mowing of the Kalsow Prairie is in line with long-range
plans for the management of the tract. Quantitative studies of
the vegetation have shown that more time was required for the
recovery of this prairie than for the Hayden Prairie. The quality
and vigor of bluegrass, timothy and red top plant invaders in this
prairie have been sufficiently reduced to make a controlled mowing program safe. Studies will be continued,· however, so that
information about the condition of key prairie plants will be
available at all times. It seems advisable in Iowa to take advantage of State ownership of prairie tracts to conduct a limited
but adequate research program on prairie management, which
seems to be well nigh impossible in states where all the prairie
is privately owned. The committee recommends that two or three
additional prairie reserves, representative of other important soil
types and climatic areas in Iowa, should be procured while a
limited number of tracts are still available. The State Conservation Commission has authorized the purchase of 104 acres of
prairie in a northwest country.
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Research on the role of burning and mowing in prairie management is continuing in the Hayden Prairie. The effects of these
treatments on climatic and edaphic factors of the prairie community and the effects of these factors on the behavior of key
species of the prairie community are investigated quantitatively.
An attempt is underway to devise new methods of investigation,
one of which is a method of computing spacing interval of component plants of the prairie community.
In cooperation with the Iowa State Highway Commission the
best method of establishing prairie vegetation on highway back
slopes is sought experimentally. Seedlings have been made, and,
in the fall of 1955 20 tons of prairie hay from the Hayden Prairie
were applied as mulch on highway back slopes. After the back
slopes were previously prepared as a seed bed, the hay mulch
was disked in under as favorable conditions as possible for planting the seeds of the several grass species and of the prairie flowers
contained in the hay. In future operations of this kind blowers
for applying the mulch are available in several parts of the state.
Studies are also in progress on the planted prairie at the east
entrance of Ledges State Park and in the disked-in prairie
tract within the park. The planted prairie equals in top cover
density, in basal area and in yield the native prairie of the vicinity.
Seeds of 15 different prairie flowers were seeded in plots in the
planted prairie in April 1955, to determine whether or not, it is
possible to establish these plants in a previously established prairie
grass cover.
The routine annual surveys of fish populations by seining and
netting were conducted by the Iowa £tate Conservation Commission in all the natural fishing lakes of the state in 1955. These
indicated that no important changes had occurred during the
past year in either the pan-fish types (perch, crappie, bluegill
and bullhead) or in the game fishes (walleye, bass and northern
pike). Statistical tagging studies of walleye populations indicated
approximately 10 adults per acre in Spirit Lake, 15 per acre in
West Okoboji Lake and 9 per acre in East Okoboji Lake. Creel
censuses of anglers were carried on as usual at the major fishing
lakes. With the exception of Storm and Blackhawk lakes, which
are too heavily infested with gizzard shad, a forage species, these
studies indicate average angler's catches of about one fish an
hour. This is considered good fishing by most standards.
Rough fish control, conducted almost entirely by the Fisheries
Department of the State Conservation Commission, continued as
a major activity. Special emphasis was placed on removal of
gizzard shad at Storm, Blackhawk and North Twin lakes in order
to alleviate unbalanced populations. This chronic problem is in
need of a new approach.
Some lakes were treated with sodium arsenite to control exces-
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sive growths of aquatic vegetation. An expansion of this program
is expected in view of the success of this program. No lakes were
treated to control bluegreen algae during the past year.
The past· winter was severe to fisheries. A total of 49 days of
sub-zero temperature prevailed in northwest Iowa. This, coupled
with low water levels and heavy snows, caused decline in dissolved
oxygen to below the fish survival threshold in many lakes. Fish
losses are expected to be severe il!- many of the shallow lakes.
Low flowage with a consequent concentration of pollutants resulted in unprecedented low oxygen conditions iri many of the
major fishing streams.
Netting surveys in the major rivers indicated that the channel
catfish continued to show a high net-evident population. Catfish
less than 12 inches long continued to dominate the net catches.
Annual recruitment in the northern pike and walleye populations
continued low in eastern streams as compared to the peak years
of 1950 and 1951. Crappie and bluegill river populations were
seemingly up over the previous year. Low and stable water stages
benefited both natural reproduction and over-wintering survival
of the brown and rainbow trout populations. These same conditions were accumulative into the second best year on record for
smallmouth bass reproduction.
Low, clear water and extreme summer temperatures reduced
fishing effort and success, and caused severe summer kills of
suckers, walleyes, and other large game species in certain marginal waters. Kills were also quite severe in certain areas during
the winter. A combination of low water, fish concentrations and
organic pollution caused a severe depletion of dissolved oxygen
and subsequent fish loss. Many of the areas were opened up to
promiscuous fishing when observations indicated that the probability of a heavy kill was quite high.
Continental waterfowl populations were reported above average
for 1955. Iowa experienced an unusually large mass migration
of wildfowl into and through the state on November 1 and 2,
1955. This influx of ducks provided excellent wildfowling for
several days; however, duck hunting success on a season basis
was average, requiring 3.2 hours of hunting to bag one duck.
Goose hunting success was below average, though continental
populations of geese were reported at high levels. Conservation
Commission personnel checked 6,776 waterfowl hunters who had
hunted 22,523 hours and bagged 6,931 ducks and 196 geese at
the time of contact. The Mississippi Migratory Bird Flyway Council, composed of state and provincial conservation administrators
with technical assistants, expanded its activities last year. Cooperating with the Canadian wildlife authorities and the U. S. Fish and
Wildlife Service the states and provinces are dovetailing personnel and programs of research and inventory. Under the super-
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v1s1on of the U. S. Fish and Wildlife Service a widespread program of banding juvenile waterfowl on the Canadian breeding
grounds was undertaken. Cumulative data will be handled by the
U. S. Fish and Wildlife Service.
Iowa's 1955 pheasant population was the highest since the peak
years of 1941 and 1942. Reproductive success was much above
normal in all parts of the state, and indicated a 40 percent better
hatch than in 1954. Fall roadside counts showed an increase of
45 percent in the pheasant population. Hunting success was also
much better. A sample check of hunters indicated a bird bagged
for 2.9 hours in the field compared with 3.4 hours in 1954. During
recent years bobwhites have maintained good populations, and
in some localities have increased in the south part of the state.
Highest numbers are in the southern two tiers of counties.
There are localized well-p~pulated bobwhite areas as far north
as Ames. In northeastern Iowa there are some quail all along the
Mississippi River. Investigations during the summer of 1955 revealed that there were good quail populations along the Missouri
River in western Iowa as far north as Sioux City. It is believed
that recent mild winters with lighter snow and little ground ice
cover and the accompanying good feeding conditions were favorable to the comparatively high numbers of surviving quail, which
have reproduced well.
Ruffed grouse were known in at least four northeastern counties of Iowa. Conservation Officers and other Commission employees thought the number of ruffed grouse decreased to some
extent in 1955. The State Conservation Commission is considering the planting of ruffed grouse in its forest areas of southern
counties. At present, prairie chickens may not be in the state.
None were seen in the past winter arid none were on the booming
grounds used in previous years. The State Conservation Commission is considering the introduction of prairie chickens to the Ada
Hayden Prairie in Howard County. The Kansas State Forestry,
Fish and Game Commission with reports of the successful rearing of prairie chickens in pens, after years of failure in that and
other states, gives hope to reestablishment of the birds in several
states.
Drought conditions were responsible for· damaging muskrat
habitat in both streams and marshes. Although the population
appears to be down somewhat at this time, it is thought that
sufficient seedstocks remain to adequately repopulate all areas
in the state when sufficient water returns.
The beaver continues to hold its own well to afford a long
trapping season. There appears to be little change in the mink
population over the preceding year. Since the value of fox pelts
is still extremely low, the reports from fur dealers may not be
a true indicator of fox populations in Iowa. County auditor re-
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ports show a slight increase in the bounties paid for foxes over
the previous year. Approximately 56,500 were bountied in 1954
as compared to nearly 60,000 in 1955. The coyote also showed
a slight increase as reported by the County Auditors, running
about 1300 in 1954 and nearly 1600 in 1955. Conservation biologists and game enforcement authorities in all but two states have
voiced opposition to bounties on predatory animals, because their
damage is greatly overrated and the numbers are not reduced
markedly at nuisance sites. The cooperative predator control plan
sponsored by the Iowa State Conservation Commission, in which
farmers are taught to recognize and to trap the offending individual predators, chiefly among foxes and coyotes, is gaining in
effective use.
The raccoon population continues at a high level, although
it is probably not as high as it was a few years ago. Both fox and
gray squirrel numbers continue good in areas of suitable habitat.
An increase in the cottontail population was reflected in the improved hunting success last fall and winter. Although still not
at the most desirable population level in many areas of the state
from a hunting standpoint of view, there have been some substantial increases in the past two years. The widespread native
jack rabbit continues to spread in southeastern counties, where
it remains fewer than in other parts of the state.
The introduction of the "San Juan" rabbit, which is the destructive burrowing rabbit of the old world, into a number of
states to satisfy hunters has been thwarted so far in Iowa by
the State Conservation Commission, which vigorously opposes its introduction. The Iowa Farm Bureau has gone on record wisely
in opposition to bringing in the "San Juan" rabbit. The State
Conservation Commission has authority to keep out undesirable
exotic animals of all species. Any unauthorized movements for
introduction of unwanted animals and all surreptitious introductions should be reported to local Conservation Officers.
The prehunting deer population of Iowa numbered approximately 15,000 animals last fall. Largest concentrations were in
counties bordering the upper Mississippi River and Missouri
River Basins. In the statewide 1955 season for deer of any sex
and age 6,000 licensed hunters participated. Farmers were not
requested to report deer taken on their own farms without a license, except those tagged by Conservation Officers when the
land operators desired to move the animals from their farms to
lockers. A 22-day season extending from October 29 to November 20 was afforded the bow hunters only, and a 3-day season,
December 3-5, to the gun hunters.
Based on over 90 per cent of the licensed hunter's reports, a
total of about 2500 deer were taken, of which 58 were taken by
bow hunters. If 1954 required season reports be used as criteria,
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perhaps between 500 and 1,000 animals were taken by farmers
on their own lands.
The State Conservation Commission as part of its DingellJohnson Federal Aid for fisheries improvement program purchased
1,715 acres of land and water last year. This acreage included
11 public access areas to rivers and five to State lakes, one mile
of trout stream, and one abandoned railroad reservoir. In the
Pittman-Robertson Federal Aid program for wildlife habitat improvement 880 acres were purchased. One area of 287 acres was
new, and the remaining lands were tracts added to older areas
to provide for better management. Three areas totalling over
2000 acres were developed by construction for fishing and hunting.
In the Farm Game Habitat improvement program 79 small
areas totalling 205 acres were planted to trees, shrubs and vines
for shelter. Only 23 of the areas were new while the remaining
56 were replanted, necessitated partly by tree and shrub failure
in 1954 and partly by advisable increase of value in existing
wildlife plantings.

Enrollment at the Iowa Teachers Conservation Camp during
the summer of 1955 was somewhat lower than the enrollment
for 1954. Preliminary estimates for 1956 indicate that enrollment
during the summer of 1956 may exceed that of 1955.
A recent survey, December, 1955, indicated that Conservation
is taught as a course in 11 of the 42 colleges in Iowa. Twentyeight of the 42 colleges offered courses in which some conservation was integrated. Of the 11 colleges that offer courses in conservation, two considered their courses general education courses,
three colleges designated their courses as teacher-training courses,
and six described their courses as both general-education and
teacher-training courses. Approximately 450 students were enrolled in the college conservation courses.
About 50 conservation educators and representatives from citizens groups interested in conservation met at the 4-H Club Camp,
near Luther, Iowa, April 5- 7, 1956, to consider a plan of action
for State level coordination in conservation education. A basic
program developed by the National Conservation Education Association was discussed and adapted to Iowa conditions. The integration of conservation with the required school courses was
recommended to be continued.
The plan contains suggestions for the expansion of conservation education and teacher and leader training programs. It will
be presented to the several State agencies concerned with conservation education, to school and college administrators, to teach-
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ers organizations and to citizen conservation agencies.
Respectfully submitted,
GEORGE 0. HENDRICKSON, Chairman
Committee:
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Report of the Resolutions Committee
Your committee on resolutions submits the following report:

1. Be it resolved that we express our thanks to Professor Joseph
D. Danforth, to members of the local committee and to Grinnell
College, for the hospitality and accommodations they have provided.
2. Be it resolved that the Academy express its thanks to Clinton
Foods for their continued support to science in making available
scholarships for promising high school students, and to Professor
F. E. Brown for his longstanding enthusiastic service in administering the selection of worthy candidates.
3. Be it resolved that the Academy extend its thanks to the public relations offices of Grinnell College, the State University of
Iowa, and the Iowa State College for their cooperation in preparing and disseminating publicity regarding the 68th session and activities of the Academy.
D. D. MILLSPAUGH
DUANE
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